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FROM THE DESK
of the president
THE FAT LADY HAS YET TO SING

I

t’s been a waiting game, these past few
months, and the opera ain’t over yet. Most of
the waiting has been for results that would
largely be out of our control, both as
individuals and as industries that rely on positive
conditions in our economic environment so we
can do our best work.

that willingness exists. That this odyssey reached
a stumbling block was not surprising. In all
societies, there will be factions whose goals are
at odds with the grand plan for collective
harmony. The real strength of a country’s
backbone lies in its ability to recognise disruptive
forces and mitigate their negative effect.

First we waited for the national and provincial
elections, anticipated with great apprehension
against a background of nine years of poor
governance and collapsing infrastructure. Our
hope was that when the country voted, it would
choose to back regeneration. And in a way,
many people that voted the ruling party back
into power, did decide to support what they
believed would be a changed, recharged,
repentant environment under new leadership.

In looking for motivation in what seemed very
dark times in the most recent past, I listened out
for a voice of reason, with a positive message for
our dilemma. I didn’t find it among the plethora
of political analysts and forecasters, but in fact in
the heart of media – itself now under siege from
many quarters that would for particular reasons
want to cause harm to journalists.
					
On May 14, Branko Brkic, founder, publisher
and editor of The Daily Maverick, one of South
Africa’s most reliable news and opinion
platforms, wrote that the internal political
divisions may soon slip into our daily lives and
into the streets. He said South Africa was now a
brutally divided country and its ruling party even
more so and there would be no stability until this
struggle had a measurable, clear outcome.

Whether that decision, albeit tentative,
considering the lower percentages both in voting
numbers and margins, will be rewarded with
prompt, real, valuable change, remains to be
seen. So we wait some more.
As responsible South Africans with the interests
of our country paramount in our minds, most of
us would be satisfied with an assurance of
integrity and competence in the day-to-day
business of the country. Most of us would be
happy if South Africa was again seen by the
foreign community as a place where investment
was safe, where land could be bought without
fear of loss, and immigrants could find a new
haven, where their skills would be valued.
But most of all we crave a time when our citizens
at all economic levels receive a fair deal in line
with their efforts and entitlement. A time when
hard work and acquired skills will result in real
rewards and due respect.
This might sound idyllic - but South Africa is one
of the countries of the world where such timehonoured ambitions are achievable. We have
come through huge changes already, proving
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John Matthews
President, Master Builders
South Africa

“If we are to stand a chance of making it to the
other side, we must redefine the very idea of
responsible citizenry and our duties to prevent
another lost decade, or even a lost generation,”
he wrote.
His words struck a chord. He was saying that
the fate of South Africa lies in the hands of its
citizenry and not in political figures. The unity of
the country lies in alliances forged with mutual
understanding between thoughtful individuals –
in homes and business, on the streets and in the
communities, not in fiery political rhetoric and
rallies that stir up people’s negative responses.
I think he’s right. But still we wait.

John
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Greg Steele: Executive Director - East Cape MBA

Connecting with our members
A note from Greg

MBA News

What does the MBA do for me?
As a 120 year old Registered Employer's Organisation, the
MBA's primary focus is to serve & protect its members
interests.
Initially in Labour Relations, but also on a much wider scale.
So what do we do for members?
Services:
Our weekly MBA Bulletin is used to communicate with
members & provide information on tenders and industry
activities & events. We are constantly improving our
communication with members to make it more relevant and
appropriate.
Tailored Services include Contractual & Legal, Safety
Consulting, IR / Labour Consulting and Education and
Training.
Please visit our website for more information or contact
Natalie van Niekerk if you are not receiving the Bulletin.
Subscriptions remain our main source of revenue and we
know that many of our members are experiencing a tough
industryat the moment. We are committed to helping you
through these difficult times and are only a call away.
Benefits
Our MBA brand identity remains strong through the use of
our logo on stationery, signage, site boards, vehicles, plant,
etc..
MBA logo stickers are available to members from our MBA
offices. Please use this to get the message out.
We constantly promote the use of MBA Builders and
Subcontractors through the slogan “Is your builder a Master
Builder?”
This is achieved through our continual interaction with
architects, housing estates, client bodies, etc. and also
through referrals, database searches & promotion at MBA
events.
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Informative workshops and social events also provide great
networking opportunities for members. "A live wire is only
as good as it's connections." The ability to query a fellow
member’s status with the MBA can also assist with risk
management.
Some current focus areas.
Non-payment has plagued the industry supply chain for too
many years and is an issue that affects all our members.
The MBA is talking to all role players, including government
at the highest level, to try and rectify this once and for all.
The promotion of MBA members to home owners as well as
the use of MBA subcontractors and emerging contractors is
high on our agenda and is currently being carried out
throughout the region.
The collapse of the Construction Industry on a national
scale is a major cause for concern and we are urgently
interacting with government and other bodies to investigate
this and find ways to stimulate and revive our industry.
Violence and intimidation on construction sites has become
a scourge around the country and requires high level
intervention. The MBA is at the forefront of a campaign to
create awareness of the problem and to find solutions.
The MBA is open to all established and emerging companies
operating in the building industry including Building
Contractors, Subcontractors, Manufacturers, Material
Suppliers and Consultants. We are here to support you.
Are you building with the best ?
Regards Greg
East Cape Master Builders
Tel. 0860 622622 ~ Email: ecmba@global.co.za
Web: www.ecmba.org.za■
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FROM THE GOLDEN HARD HAT
Excavation and Trenching.
inclined away from the excavation.
• Shoring requires installing aluminium hydraulic or other
types of supports to prevent soil movement and cave-ins.
• Shielding protects workers by using trench boxes or other
types of supports to prevent soil cave-ins.
When designing a protective you must consider many
factors such as soil classification, depth of cut, water
content of soil, changes due to weather or climate, extra
loads (e.g., spoil, other materials to be used in the trench)
and other operations in the surrounding working areas. The
excavation must also be barricaded using solid barricade.

Thembi Mabuza, Manager: Occupational Health & Safety

E

xcavation and trenching are among the most
hazardous construction operations. Excavation is
defined as any man-made cut, cavity, trench, or
depression in the earth’s surface formed by earth
removal. A trench is defined as a narrow underground
excavation that is deeper than it is wide.
There are dangers associated with excavation and trenching
that workers need to be aware and understand, Cave-ins
are the highest risk and are much more likely to happen
than other excavation related accidents to result in worker
fatalities. Other potential hazards include falls, falling loads,
hazardous atmospheres, and incidents involving mobile
equipment.
Protective Systems
There are different types of protective systems:
• Sloping involves cutting back the trench wall at an angle

Access and Egress
Construction Regulation 13 requires a safe access and
egress to all excavations, including ladders, steps, ramps,
or other safe means of exit for employees working in
excavations. Such access may not be further than six
meters from the point where any worker within the excavation
is working.
General Trenching and Excavation Rules
• Keep heavy equipment away from excavations edges.
• Keep surcharge loads at least (1 m) from excavations
edges.
• Know where underground utilities are located.
• Test for low oxygen, hazardous fumes and toxic gases.
• Inspect trenches at the start of each shift.
• Inspect trenches following a rainstorm.
• Do not work under raised loads.
For more information read Construction Regulations 13■

Image: Safegardgroup
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Construction Health and Safety

Inspection of tranches and excavations
It is a requirement that trenches and excavation be inspected
daily and as conditions change by a competent person prior
to worker entry to ensure elimination of excavation hazards.
A competent person is an individual who is capable of
identifying existing and predictable hazards or working
conditions that are hazardous, contaminated, or dangerous
to employees and who is authorized to take prompt
corrective measures to eliminate or control these hazards
and conditions.

Construction Health and Safety

Better Safe Than Sorry

T

he concrete transportation system is a central part
of any precast production facility. Any changes to
the facility can result in changes to the transportation
system. To ensure safety, all modifications should
be reviewed by the machinery supplier.
In the event that you need to clean or maintain the shuttle
of your transportation system on a regular basis, but you
have neither the time nor the option to get a basket crane to
lift you up there, why not build a location that you can climb
to?
This is a typical example of a modification that does not
appear to be very dangerous, and yet potentially it is. What
if the unit suddenly moves and hits you while you're up
there? What if something falls down from the unit?
In an industrial environment, safety and worst-case
scenarios must be anticipated and thought through carefully
and the risks need to be minimised.
”Dangerous situations may occur when a factory is modified,
but the effects of the changes on the concrete transportation
system are often not considered,” says Toni Koitmaa,
Quality Manager at Elematic.
”Although our customer is responsible for their facility and
free to modify it to meet the needs of their production, it is
best to speak with us when modifications are planned. As
we designed the original layout and have extensive
experience with a range of locations, our experts can spot
potential dangers more quickly and easily.”
Risk assessment and consultation
Elematic has created a risk assessment chart that includes
suggestions for eliminating various risks. The possible risks
are wide-ranging. A unit can be crashed with a forklift truck,
concrete may fall down and hit something or someone, or
the transportation system may be jammed.
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”The assessment is made with the possibility of damage in
mind. The methods for eliminating risks vary: At the lowest
risk level, simply informing and educating workers may be
enough. At the highest level, there may be a need for a gate
or a fence to prevent entrance to the danger zone, or the
power can be switched off automatically when the gate is
opened.”
The facilities typically include machinery from several
suppliers in addition to solutions made by the client. It is
essential to look at the facility as a whole from a safety
perspective.
”The client is not expected to know everything. If there are
any doubts about safety, we at Elematic are more than
happy to assist. It is of benefit for both the client and
ourselves to know the environment where our machinery is
being utilised,” Koitmaa says.
The risk assessment process often necessitates a visit to
the facility, but this is not always the case. Sometimes
photos or a video of the alterations are enough. First the
alterations are reviewed, then the earlier mentioned risk
assessment chart is put to work and actions suggested.
Expertise and knowledge
Safety is the most important feature of a modern concrete
production facility. The environment is often challenging,
which is exactly why safety must remain at the forefront.
”When someone is injured, it is always a tragedy for
everyone involved. It is painful for family members and
friends, and the company suffers a loss in many ways as
well. Safety must be taken seriously,” Koitmaa points out.
”We do our best to be ahead of our time. Safety systems
and the reliability of our machinery are constantly improving.
We want to do our best to help our customers build a safe
working environment” concluded Koitmaa.■
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Nelson Mandela University’s Riaan Huiskens
wins Corobrik Architectural Student of the
Year Award

T

he architects of the future will be the pathfinders
who use the sophisticated technologies of the
future to tackle the challenges of today whilst
addressing both the learnings and the mistakes of
the past, CEO of Corobrik, Mr Dirk Meyer, told key
stakeholders in the world of academia, architecture and
construction.
Speaking at the 32nd Corobrik Architectural Student of the
Year Award at the Maslow Hotel in Sandton, Johannesburg,
he said this applied to both this year’s winner – Riaan
Huiskens from the Nelson Mandela University (NMU) - and
the seven regional finalists whose work showcased the high
calibre of young professionals that were entering this
respected profession in South Africa.

Huiskens’ thesis, entitled The design of a 3D printing facility
in Central, Port Elizabeth, explores how architecture is
moving towards a paradigm shift with the development and
incorporation of digital fabrication technology. This is
extended into the discussion of recycling existing
infrastructure and ties together both the heritage and
ecological discourse and recognises the significance of
historical urban elements and the finite quality of heritage
resources within the city.
Meyer thanked this year’s judges – Lauren Haiden from
Paton Taylor architects in Durban, Rob Gillard from Intsika
Architects in East London and Luyanda Mphahlwa, President
of the South African Institute of Architects (SAIA) and
director of Design Space Africa - as well as guest speaker,
Ilse Woolf from Wolff Architects in Cape Town, whose
presentation ‘Border Practice: Some attitudes towards
architectural publications, exhibitions and design' addressed
the relationship between restorative justice, embedded
research and juicy design aesthetics.
Meyer also noted that Corobrik, too, believed in the fusion
of past and present. One of the company’s most celebrated
products – face-brick – demonstrated how sophisticated
research and development could lead to the introduction of
innovative new products born from technology dating back
to 7 500 BC.
Riaan Huiskens synopsis.
THE DESIGN OF A 3D PRINTING FACILITY I N CENTRAL
PORT ELIZABETH.
High-tech architecture is moving towards a paradigm shift
with the development and incorporation of digital fabrication
technology. This interest is extended into the discussion of
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Riaan Huiskens from the Nelson Mandela University is the 32nd winner
of the Corobrik Architectural Student Award. He received his award at a
ceremony in Johannesburg on Tuesday 7 May 2019. Riaan’s thesis is
entitled ‘The design of a 3D printing facility in Central Port Elizabeth.”

recycling existing infrastructure. In this treatise, a topic
which ties into both the heritage and ecological discourse.
It recognises the significance of historical urban elements
and the finite quality of heritage resources within the city.
A historical building used as a host for the design of a 3D
printing facility invites a dialogue between the architecture
of the old and the expression of the new. The Premier Mill
Building is identified as a historical urban artefact and the
programme complements the historical background of the
building, which was a granary.
The primary architectural exploration focuses on the
possibilities offered by 3D printing in the making and
expression of architecture. The nature of the facility
organises function before sign. Meaning the initial
architecture lies in the systematic operations of the facility
as a place of digital fabrication. Therefore, it focuses on
successfully incorporating existing infrastructure as
functioning components to the system. Secondly, the
building is a sign of its function, a visual opportunity for a
new architecture to reflect the nature of the facility.
Riaan Huiskens biograaphy
I was brought up in the presence of an architectural mind,
exposing me to simplified thinking and challenging the
status quo. My school career provided a solid foundation
towards studying architecture and my interest in photography
aided with visualisation and composition.■w
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Industry News

During 2018, eight regional finalists from universities across
the country were recognised and put forward to compete
for a national title and a prize of R70 000 at the Corobrik
Architectural Student of the Year Awards.

Corobrik Celebrates Progress At New
R801 Million Brick Factory At Driefontein
Meyer said that the driving force behind investment in this
exciting facility was to increase production whilst reducing
costs. The implementation of the best technology available
worldwide would ensure that Corobrik remained a worldclass superior quality producer.
The new Driefontein facility, which is expected to produce
100 million bricks per year, will meet larger volume orders
for major construction and infrastructure projects while the
company’s existing 13 clay brick factories and 14 kilns
which produce a mix of plaster and face bricks for the
residential and commercial markets, will meet smaller
orders, he added.

Industry News

Pictured at the sod turning of the new Corobrik factory at Driefontein is
from left to right Lerato Mokgotsi, Rehab Mathobela Corobrik Directors,
Peter du Trevou Corobrik Chairman with Bryan Soldaat, Director:
Resources Based Industries for the Department of Trade and Industry

C

orobrik, South Africa’s leading brick maker, is
making steady progress in the construction of its
R801-million new Driefontein factory and expects
to see the first bricks exit kiln one of two kilns in
March next year.
Speaking at an event held at the new factory building
at Driefontein and attended by Minister of Trade and
Industry, Rob Davies, chief executive of Corobrik Dirk
Meyer said that Corobrik would commission Africa’s largest
and most environmentally friendly brick factory by
September 2020.
“We are committed to South Africa and believe that it is just
a matter of time before the construction sector improves.
The construction industry and the associated brick industry
has traditionally been and still is, cyclical. Corobrik has
always invested strategically at the bottom of the cycle in
order to be better prepared to reap the rewards of an
upturn.” he said.

Corobrik currently sells about four million bricks per working
day. Construction of the new facility began in July last year.
Construction is expected to be completed by the end of
2019.
Approximately 200 employees are on site each day during
construction with a total of 323 000-man-hours recorded so
far, he noted.
Minister Rob Davies congratulated Corobrik on progress so
far. He said the company was well positioned to take full
advantage of increased demand for building materials as
the many new manufacturing facilities that had been
announced by investors in response to government’s drive
to attract both local and foreign investment began to take
shape.
He also welcomed the fact that the construction of the new
Driefontein facility would have a positive impact on the
neighbouring community.
30 people from the local community and family members of
the current staff have completed a 12-week bricklaying
course. The main contractor will employ these newly trained
bricklayers for the duration of construction.

The new Driefontein factory will use considerably less energy than the adjacent older facility
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Dirk Meyer presents a gift to Bryan Soldaat.

More than a million bricks will be used to build the new
facility. Designers have used mainly face bricks manufactured
at the current Driefontein factory. This includes 720 000
Blue Barley, 50 000 Country Classic Travertine and 163 000
Golden Wheat face bricks together with smaller numbers of
Maize Travertine, Onyx Satin, Roan Satin, Agate and plaster
bricks.

Industry News

Corobrik does not intend to shut down the older Driefontein
factory, Meyer said they were exploring the feasibility of
running both production facilities by introducing new
product offerings in the market.
The new plant will create around 60 jobs in the factory and
will require at least 800 bricklayers to bring in the bricks that
are produced and sold.
It would also be necessary to upgrade existing skills needed
to operate the state-of-the-art technology factory.
“When recruiting staff for the new factory, preference will be
given to existing employees who will be trained on the new
equipment as they have the advantage that they understand
the brick making process,” he said. This will create
vacancies and job opportunities elsewhere in the business.
Both local and overseas manufacture of the new equipment
to be installed at Driefontein has already begun. Some of the
items have already been installed. 178 shipping containers
have been delivered and offloaded since the middle of
January 2019. By the end of the project, approximately 600
containers of machinery and equipment will have been
delivered to the site.
“The new Driefontein factory will use considerably less
energy than the adjacent older facility.
It will fire bricks at an average natural gas consumption at
less than 40% of the current facility consumption.”
All surface water will be channelled into one of the existing
quarry dams and then reused as process water. A new
effluent treatment plant will also be constructed.
Photovoltaic panels will be installed on the north facing roof
to convert solar energy into AC power and act as a grid tie
in system to supplement Eskom supply during the day. It is
estimated that the electrical energy produced will be
approximately 10% of the factory’s daytime electrical power
requirement.■
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Cover story

Seating area in Qatar with lighting set into the 4x4 step blocks at regular
intervals

Celebrating 40 Years
Of Commitment
Quality and technical excellence has been on the forefront for Terraforce since 1979.

T

he well-known Cape Town based pre-cast concrete
manufacturer, specialising in modular hollow-core
concrete blocks, has maintained a strong foothold
in the South African concrete retaining wall market.

2019 marks the companies 40th anniversary of being
engaged in the earth retaining and erosion control industry.
Initially as a supplier and installer of wire mesh gabions,
Terraforce soon switched to the more sustainable concrete
block method of their own design that was pioneered in
1984. Proven as a solid choice, and with only one competitor
in this sector situated in Europe, their business has grown
steadily and is now represented by dedicated licensees on
all continents around the world.
Terraforce has managed to establish production in Canada,
Australia, Spain, India, Algeria, Morocco, Nigeria, Swaziland,
Lesotho, Ghana, United Kingdom, Namibia and United Arab

Terracrete hard lawn paver that is fully permeable at a hospital parking
lot

Emirates. Their product presents one of the most energy
efficient segmental retaining wall systems.
The blocks require low hardware input for manufacture, low
transport costs and low inventory requirements at sales
outlets. Being hollow, yet strong enough, they require less
concrete to do the job when compared to solid block
systems. All Terraforce earth retaining systems are plantable,
and if irrigation and maintenance is set up properly an
installed wall can be completely covered in vegetation.

Slope stabilisation with Terrafix, a versatile and plantable erosion control
block
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From the beginning Terraforce knew that robust research,
testing, and design guidelines were indispensable, not only
as a service to their customers, but also to keep the freeriders that can and do pop up at bay. Over the years several
laboratory tests (crushing resistance, inter-block sliding
resistance, block-geogrid connectivity tests and block-
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reinforced soil retaining walls. The report conclusively
re-confirmed shear strength between the blocks and geogrid material.
Going forward, we plan to unfailingly re-affirm our position
as an ethical business by practicing fair competition, truthful
representation and honest advertising. Above all, we will
continue developing our knowledge base and skill to the
highest level of excellence. Considering this commitment,
we are also currently looking into achieving a green
certification from a reputable authority.”■

For more information

Terraforce

Seating arena at a prestigious school with the Terraforce 4x4 Step block

Tel: 021 461 4939
info@terraforce.com
web: www.terraforce.com

geogrid shear resistance), three design manuals and a
wealth of supplementary information were conducted and
published.

Cover story

Says Holger Rust, Founder and Member, Terraforce: “In
2004 our first design software was launched, and soon
many of our clients requested the introduction of a design
service. Subsequently Terrasafe (a professional design
service for exclusively for Terraforce walls) was launched in
2011 and in 2018 we launched a state-of-the-art design
software, Maxiwall – another design tool for experienced
professionals.
“Currently we are completing a comprehensive design
course for gravity and composite retaining walls, in
compliance with SANS 207 - based largely on BS 8006. This
necessitated the verification of some of the findings of the
aforementioned tests conducted in 1991 and 1995 (in South
Africa and Canada).

Terraforce rock face retaining wall and 4x4 Step block staircase on a
steep slope at a new luxury estate

To achieve this, we commissioned Curtin University in
Perth, Australia, under the guidance of Johan Joubert of
Wave International, to conduct shear strength tests between
closed-face Terraforce blocks and geo-grids in accordance
with ASTM-D6916-18, which is a performance test based
on the strength between segmental concrete units (with and
without geosynthetic reinforcement) used in design of
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Shear strength test on a Terraforce block in
progress, at Curtin University, Australia
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Artist’s impression of the centre

Light Steel Frame Building

Cofimvaba Science Centre

T

he Department of Science and Technology (DST), in
collaboration with the Department of Basic Education
(DBE) and the Eastern Cape Department of Education
(ECDE), is leading an initiative that seeks to examine
whether the introduction of innovative and tested technologies
would improve the quality of learning and teaching in the
Cofimvaba Schools District, Eastern Cape (some 80 km due
east of Queenstown). The initiative includes the development
of a science centre. Science centres, in addition to their
primary role of bridging the gap between science and
society, complement formal classroom learning and teaching
of Mathematics, Science and Technology (MST).
The Science Centre will advance the goals and objectives of
the DST-led campaign to promote public awareness of and
engagement in science and contribute to the development of
a skilled and capable workforce to support an inclusive
growth path, particularly high-level scarce skills in science,
engineering and technology (SET) areas.

The centre comprises the following:
• Educational spaces
• Four multi-purpose classrooms plus storage rooms
attached to each classroom
• Two technology innovation pods
• Exhibition spaces
• Science engagement interactive exhibits
• MST curriculum-linked hands-on exhibits
• Workshop (for repairs and maintenance of exhibits) • Administration spaces
• A staff administrative area
• Centre Head’s office
• Ablution space
• Kitchen & storage
• Innovative Building Technologies
Because the centre aims to promote technology and
innovation it was decided to use the opportunity to test and
showcase various innovative building technologies in the

Illustration of the two building systems employed
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design of the building. To this end the building fulfils one of the
objectives of the IBT Cabinet resolution of August 2013
namely, the construction of demonstration buildings. Two key
decisions taken in this regard are the use of innovative building
systems, and off-grid services.
Innovative building systems
Two building systems were selected namely light steel frame
(LSF) and insulated concrete composite (ICC). A third
technology was also selected but unfortunately challenges
arose regarding the availability of that system. The LSF system
is used for the double storey sections of the building namely
the double volume exhibition area and entrance foyer,
and the double storey administration area. The ICC system is
used for the single storey classrooms, stores, and ablution
facilities.

The experience to date has validated the selection: the LSF
erection process has saved time; the delivery of the
prefabricated light steel components has been seamless;
significant water saving has been effected; and no waste is
visible on the site as can be seen in Image 2.
We were pleasantly surprised by What were not foreseen were
the accuracy of construction (each component whas been
installed without any need for adjustment or modification), and
the versatility of the system. The LSF system has lent itself to
the complete construction of innovation pods in the exhibition
area (floor, stairs, walls, and internal ceiling); the construction
of two solar chimneys; and the construction of a planetarium,
including the domed ceiling.Figure 3: Mock-up of the domed
ceiling for the planetarium

Energy independent – five energy sources are employed
namely photovoltaic panels; building-scale wind turbines;
hydrogen fuel cells; battery; and Eskom power (as a back-up);
Water independent – the building relies on rainwater harvesting
and water recycling for its water supply. To achieve water
independence the toilets are connected to a closed-loop biobased system that recycles its own water, and the grey water
is recycled through a constructed wetland;
Sanitation independent – as stated above, the sewerage
treatment occurs on site through a bio-based treatment
system that converts the solid wastes to a fertilizer, and
recycles the water for reuse in the toilets;
Solar heating, cooling and ventilation – the building makes use
of solar chimneys to heat and cool the building, and to boost
cross-ventilation. In this way it is designed to be HVAC-free.
Conclusion
The project is demonstrating the benefits of using IBTs thus
far. A thorough post-construction evaluation will take place to
measure the performance of the system, and its efficacy in-use
will be measured through a post occupancy evaluation (POE)
after twelve months of use. The lessons learnt will also be
included in these reports.■
LSF Contractor: Siteform Construction - manufacture, supply
and erection
Source: South African Light Steel Frame Building Association
(SASFA)

Mock-up of the domed ceiling for the planetarium
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Light Steel Fr ame Building

The LSF system was selected for its ability to cope with double
volume construction, a factor that rules out many IBTs.
Additional considerations were speed of erection; ability to
prefabricate off-site and deliver to site for erection purposes
only (an important consideration given the remote rural
location of the centre); thermal insulation value; a reduction in
the use of cement and water; and the reduction of waste.

Off-grid services
The opportunity has also been used to evaluate to what extent
public buildings can go off-grid. This research aims to
demonstrate that social infrastructure can be provided in areas
where no municipal services are available. To this end the
building is designed to be:

Cement and Concrete

Vital Factors To Consider For Cold Weather
Concreting
With colder weather now fast approaching, concrete producers – despite South Africa’s relatively
mild winters – sometimes have to contend with the challenge of concreting in cold weather,
especially in mountainous regions.
Bryan Perrie, MD of The Concrete Institute, here deals with important factors to consider when
making and placing concrete in very cold weather:
When the concrete has achieved a compressive strength of
at least 3 to 5 MPa, it can resist a freezing cycle without
damage because it has a higher resistance to the pressure
of ice and because a large part of the mixing water will
either have combined with the cement or will be located in
gel pores and therefore unable to freeze.
Consideration should be given to the following when
concreting in cold weather:

W

eather in the concrete industry is regarded as
cold when the ambient temperature falls below
5 degrees Celsius. This does not generally
happen during the day in most parts of South
Africa which means expensive preventative measures such
as heating aggregates are seldom necessary.
The effect of concrete freezing at early ages depends on
whether the concrete has set, and what strength the
concrete had attained when freezing took place. If concrete
which has not yet set is allowed to freeze, an increase in the
overall volume of the concrete occurs due to the expansion
of water, especially in the capillary pores. When thawing
takes place, the concrete will set with an enlarged volume
of pores which will reduce strength and durability.
If freezing takes place after the concrete has set, but before
it has gained sufficient strength (about 3 to 5 MPa),
expansion associated with the formation of ice will cause
disruption of the microstructure and irreparable loss of
strength and durability.
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Cement type: Because of their slower setting and rate of
strength gain, the use of highly extended cements or the
partial replacement of CEM I cement with significant
amounts of either ground-granulated blast furnace slap
(GGBS) or fly ash (FA) is not recommended. It may be
advantageous to use CEM I 42, 5R or 52.5N cement in
preference to 42.5 N or 32.5 cements;
Aggregate protection: Water in aggregate may be
prevented from freezing by covering stockpiles with
tarpaulins. If aggregates are likely to become frozen or
contain ice and snow, they may have to be heated with
steam injection or hot air blowers. When using steam
heating, adequate draining must be provided. Typically, the
aggregate should be heated to between 10 and 20 degrees
Celsius;
Lagging of water pipes: All water pipes must be adequately
lagged to prevent supply pipes from freezing, or even
bursting;
Heating the mixing water: The most common and easiest
way to heat concrete is to heat the mixing water but care
must be taken not to exceed 60 to 70 degrees Celsius. At
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higher temperatures, flash setting of the cement and
reduced workability may occur;
Batching and mixing: Adequate protection must be given
to the batching and mixing plant as the concrete temperature
can drop significantly if the equipment is very cold.
Concrete temperature: The minimum concrete temperature
as mixed should be higher in colder conditions but may be
reduced for concrete placed in larger sections. For air
temperatures between -18 and 0 degrees Celsius,
recommended concrete temperatures vary between 7 and
18 degrees Celsius;
Transporting and placing: As significant heat losses occur
during these processes, they must be carried out quickly.
Unless the concrete is adequately protected, methods of
transport such as conveyors and chutes are not
recommended.

Bryan Perrie, MD of The Concrete Institute
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Formwork and props must be left in place longer than for
normal weather, and pedestrian and vehicular traffic will
also have to be kept off slabs for longer than usual.■
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Finally, the main requirement in cold weather concreting is
to prevent heat loss of the freshly placed concrete. So,
under no circumstances should water-curing methods be
used. Heat may be retained by using insulated forms,
covering exposed surfaces with insulating materials, or
erecting covers with internal heating. Combustion type
heating under covers should be avoided.

Rebloc Road Barriers Enhance Road Safety

C

oncrete barriers in the median or along the verge
of a roadway or bridge are never really noticed or
considered until an unexpected collision brings
one to the reality of what’s expected of these
Vehicle Restraint Systems (VRS).
Rocla, part of the IS group of companies partnered with
REBLOC, the international leader in Precast Concrete Road
Barrier Technology, based in Austria, as exclusive license
holder for their portfolio of products to the Southern African
region.

Cement and Concrete

The REBLOC system includes a patented coupling and
tension bar system, cast into the concrete, creating a
continuous barrier chain, capable of harnessing and
distributing the large energy forces associated with a
vehicle collision. European and South African codes,
EU1317 and SANS 51317 respectively, provide a list of
different collisions to be used by vehicle restraint system
designers and roads Engineers. Accordingly, REBLOC has
a range of products to accommodate this full list, from
lowest to highest containment levels.
In order to be certified accordingly, it is a requirement that
each barrier system be crash tested in order to observe
critical data for each test scenario relating to barrier
movement, passenger safety and also to confirm that the
system does not break-up and thereby stopping the vehicle
from passing through into oncoming traffic.
Casting all the components into the concrete section,
ensures there are no loose parts or accessories requiring
safe storage during construction and subject to theft or
vandalism during lifecycle of the barrier system. After a
collision with the barriers, a maintenance vehicle must
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realign the barriers into a straight line and then assess
damage to the concrete section. Depending on the severity
of impact / damage, the barrier can then be left as-is,
repaired insitu or replaced with a new unit.
Justin Kretzmar, Group Sales Engineer commented
“Replacement of barrier elements is generally only required
if damage is such that the concrete has spalled to an extent
that the reinforcement within the barrier is visible. It is
critical that road designers consult the relevant SANS / EU
code/s list of internationally recognized ‘Containment Level’
guidelines and assess the risk level for that particular road,
with reference to this guide. REBLOC vehicle restraint
barriers, have been crash tested in Europe with real vehicles
in order to conform to the EN code requirements and also
obtain, amongst other things, the ‘working width’ and ASI
(Acceleration Severity Index) data, specific to each barrier
system and containment level tested.”
“Rocla have supplied the REBLOC systems on many
projects across South Africa and Botswana, some of which
have successfully sustained a considerable number of
collisions. With the roads of South Africa constantly requiring
increased safety for pedestrians and passengers alike, the
REBLOC system, with its low maintenance and vandal proof
design, is perfectly positioned to make our roads a safer
place.” said Kretzmar.
Rocla barriers can also be utilised for security installations
such as airports or railways, to block off road access for
safety, illegal dumping or during construction projects and
even for bulk material storage purposes.■
Rocla is part of ISG which also comprises Technicrete.
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A well-run quarry complies with all statutory and legislative requirements to protect the environment as well as communities and workers

Do We Really Need Borrow Pits

T

he Aggregate and Sand Producers Association of
Southern Africa (ASPASA) has called into question
the need for borrow pits, which have long been
used by contractors and especially road builders to
obtain easily accessible and cheap aggregates near to their
construction sites.
The country still bears the scars of thousands of these
excavations that disfigure our landscapes and degrades the
land use for future generations. Yet, in most instances
nearby formal quarries are able to fulfil the requirement of
these projects from certified and licensed quarrying sites
that comply with all legal, environmental and labour-related
requirements.
For greedy contractors, however, the saving of a few Rand
per ton warrants the opening of excavation either illegally,
or through seemingly legal channels such as local
Governments and municipalities.
Legal mazework
“However, this is where most roadside operations make a
big mistake as borrow pits nowadays have rather stringent
legislative requirements and need a mining permit from the
Department of Mineral Resources (DMR), as well as water
usage and other licences. Gone are the days of a letter-ofconsent from the municipality or a landowner,” says Nico
Pienaar, director of ASPASA.
“In these instances, all the relevant permissions need to be
met and, in addition to these requirements, a thorough
rehabilitation plan needs to be submitted and accepted by
the Department of Environmental Affairs. All these can be
onerous and take months to secure. This should make it a
lot less attractive proposition than simply striking up a deal
with a nearby ASPASA accredited quarry.
“Add to the difficulty of operating a borrow pit, the labour
legislation, DMR and local community liaison requirements
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Nico Pienaar of ASPASA

and a future borrow pit can become a nightmare in the
making, he adds. In this day and age however, the
challenges more-often-than-not lead to powerful
corporations or Government departments simply bulldozing
applications or going ahead with illegal operations under
the guise or protection of these same entities,” says Nico.
Sustainable solution
He argues that in most instances’ economies of scale
balance the cost of aggregates obtained from an accredited
quarry due to the larger size of the operation and dedicated
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equipment and staff. By using an accredited ASPASA
supplier, the user also supports sustainability of employment
within the region, as well as the environment.
Perhaps most importantly, sand and aggregates produced
within ASPASA accredited facilities, are required to high
standards of quality and this requires either on-site
laboratories or regular sampling and testing by outside
authorities to ensure conformity. Members also have access
to the latest practices, techniques and equipment through
the combined strength of the association, which means that
ASPASA members have access to the best technical skills,
if required, to solve their customer’s construction challenges.
Furthermore, ASPASA is of the opinion that the natural
environment should not be disturbed unless it is absolutely
necessary and if viable alternatives to borrow pits do exist
within a viable distance of construction projects, then the
use of borrow pits should not be condoned. For this reason,

ASPASA continues to engage with Government at all levels,
as well as the Department of Mineral Resources (DMR) to
discourage borrow pits unless no other alternatives are
available.■

10 compelling reasons NOT to establish a borrow pit:
1.It causes unnecessary damage to the existing formal quarrying market;
2.Legislative requirements are onerous and expensive to comply;

4.Construction companies operating borrow pits are required to outlay capital on expensive, non-construction-related
equipment;
5.Borrow pits have the potential to damage the environment for future generations and rehabilitation of the site may be
ongoing for decades after ceasing the operation until all environmental conditions have been met;
6.Can have a negative impact on local communities in terms of land use, as well as unsustainable employment;
7.Single source materials can hamper construction in the event of a closure of the site for whatever reason, such as quality
issues;
8.The building of supporting infrastructure is costly, as is the maintenance of equipment;
9.Can cause degradation of existing roadway infrastructure due to unplanned heavy vehicle traffic; and
10.Leaves an economic void within the surrounding communities upon its closure.
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3.Processes are open to, and may encourage corruption;

The Intricacies Of Concrete Flooring
in correct proportions. Material specifications for all the
ingredients of the concrete exist - and should be adhered to
- as well as South African Codes of Practice for the actual
placement of concrete and the finishing of floor slabs.
“A thorough understanding of all the characteristics of
concrete, the influence of material selection, environmental
inconsistencies, as well as handling and finishing, are
essential to produce a quality floor. A disregard for any of
these factors can result in problems which are normally
observed too late in the process to be corrected” he states.

Cement and Concrete

Concrete floors for success depend on a full understanding of the
product used as well as all the phases of the laying process

T

he construction of industrial floors, such as
warehousing and factory floors calls for concrete
with characteristics entirely different from that
required for vertical structures, says Bryan Perrie,
managing director of The Concrete Institute which monthly
receives huge volumes of appeals for advice regarding
faulty flooring.
Perrie says that the properties required of the concrete for
flooring are governed largely by using correct materials and

Perrie stresses that consistency is crucial during all the
stages of the construction process: receiving the concrete,
discharging, placing, consolidating and finishing. The
importance of protecting the concrete while it is being
placed, and curing thereafter, are also vital factors.
"An incomplete brief from the client; lack of attention to
correct proportioning, handling and finishing; inexperienced
contractors and operators; could all contribute to a floor
with poor durability, strength and aesthetics. The flooring
process relies on the successful completion of successive
phases; understanding what is being done in each phase,
using the right concrete and equipment, by the right person
at the right time," he adds.■

Grouts For All Surfaces

P

rofessional-looking flooring is what contractors
and building professionals strive for and the right
grout is essential to make ceramic, porcelain,
terracotta, stone and glass mosaic floors and
coatings look fabulous.

Mapei is that it is available in a
variety of different colours. This
colour pallet was developed by the
group working closely with colour
specialists internationally.”

Ntobela Zamaswazi, product manager ceramics for
construction chemical company Mapei South Africa, said it
is important to understand the different grouting
requirements of different surfaces and how the surfaces are
used, inside-or outside. “One should first of all differentiate
if a cementitious or an epoxy grout is suitable for a specific
project,” she added.

“The second is Ultracolor Plus
which is a polymer modified, fastsetting and dryable flexible grout
with Bioblock technology that
protects against mould and mildew.
It is also available in various colours
and
has
anti-efflorescence
properties for joints from two to 20
millimetres”.

Cementitious grouts are particularly suitable for residential
use. It can be used in bathrooms, kitchens, swimming
pools, external façades, balconies and terraces.
Cementitious grouts can also be used commercially, in
environments as diverse as grouting tiles in supermarkets,
restaurants, airports, public- and industrial buildings.
Epoxy grouts are used when the grout has to conform to
certain hygienic requirements such as resistance to
aggressive chemicals. These grouts have more superior
technical characteristics than cementitious grouts.

To
meet
more
specialist
requirements, epoxy grouts are
used. The Kerapoxy range has
several products available in various
colours. One product is Kerapoxy Design which has a
decorative finish for grouting glass mosaic, ceramic tiles
and stone material with an aesthetic look. It can also be
used with Mapeglitter in silver or light gold which adds a
sparkle to metallic and glass tiles!

Ntobela elaborates on the two cementitious grout products
offered by Mapei South Africa. “The first is Keracolor FF
which is polymer modified with DropEffect® water-repellent
technology. Another feature about the range offered by

She added that Kerapoxy CQ, which was recently added to
the epoxy family, is a water based, two component,
bacteriostatic, acid resistant high-performance grout that is
easy-to-clean.■
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Used Oil 101 For The Construction Industry

T

he Waste Act is cleaning up the environment by
systematically making industry sectors responsible for
managing the waste the produce, and the construction
industry is no exception. Besides building and
demolition waste, the construction industry needs to take
responsibility for other waste streams such as used oil.
Used lubricant oil, a common by-product of mechanised
processes in the construction and earth moving industry,
contains harmful compounds and carcinogens and is regarded
as hazardous waste. One litre of used oil can contaminate one
million litres of water; It is classified as a hazardous waste and
is strictly governed by environmental laws contained in the
Waste Act.
The ROSE Foundation (Recycling Oil Saves the Environment)
offer the following advice to used oil generators in the
construction sector:

Sustainability

Ensure the proper collection and storage of used oil.
Used oil finds its way into our water table through disposal in
drains and storm water drains and by being poured directly
onto the ground as either a dust suppressant or as a means of
disposal.
To prevent this, insist that anyone who services or repairs
construction machinery drains the used oil into a clean
container with a tight-fitting lid, such as a reusable combination
drain pan/storage container. Use a specially designed plastic
Sumpy or container to collect and store your used oil.
Ensure that used oil is stored in a clearly marked container with
a secure lid to prevent leaking or water getting into the
container. Empty oil containers and drums make effective
makeshift storage vessels for used oil, however, NOT
containers that previously held chemicals, such as cleaners,
solvents, fuels, paint or bleach. Ensure that used oil is not
mixed with other fluids such as antifreeze, transmission fluid,
petrol, diesel etc. as mixing them may make them nonrecyclable as well as very hazardous and flammable.
These containers must be kept in a place that can be accessed
by a ROSE registered used oil collector, and the surrounding
area must be kept clear and clean - ideally stored under cover
(also protects them from rain water) and away from heat or
sources of ignition.

Build a bund wall around your bulk used oil storage tanks so
that in the event of a spill or leak, the used oil will be contained.
In the event of an oil spill, contact your used oil collector.
The removal of used oil for responsible recycling
“Once properly gathered and stored, used oil generators are
urged to contact a ROSE registered oil collector who will come
and remove the oil and take it away to be recycled in an
environmentally compliant and safe manner. Your collector
must always issue you with a safe disposal certificate which is
now required by law under the Waste Act,” says Bubele Nyiba,
CEO of ROSE.
“This safe disposal certificate issued by ROSE registered
collectors also acts as a Hazardous Waste Manifest, thereby
fulfilling the requirements of reporting by law, the same
information can be used on SAWIS.”
Nyiba explains the Hazardous Waste Manifest and registering
on SAWIS:
“In short if you generate in excess of 20 kg of used oil per day,
you are required to register on the South African Waste
Information System (SAWIS).”
Once registered, the generators need to submit their figures
every 90 days (quarterly) into the SAWIS. The information
needs to be based on actual volumes and not estimates. The
following information needs to be submitted and retained by
the waste generator for five years, to be produced for
inspection required:
(a) the month and year to which the information applies;
(b) Category of waste; HW07 Waste Oils 01 Waste oil
(c) Source from which waste comes
(d) The quantity of waste reported in tons.
Hazardous waste generators are required to have a Waste
Continued on page 23
Manifest with every load.
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Environmentally Eco Friendly Readymixes
Are Gaining Traction
AfriSam, as part of its efforts to conserve the environment, perfected the art of producing composite cements using
additives as partial replacement for cement.
additives as partial replacement for cement. Not only does this
practice of recycling products from other industries minimise
harm to the environment, these additives also enhance the
performance of cement and offer advantages over ordinary
Portland cement.
The additives include limestone, fly ash (a by-product of coal
fired power stations) and ground granulated blast furnace slag
from the steel industry. These products behave like pure
cements in the presence of cement of lime.

AfriSam uses sustainably sourced materials coupled with
environmentally friendly manufacturing processes

Years of research and development in cement products and in
particular C-Tech technology has given several distinct
advantages overs pure cements including improved workability,
reduce heat of hydration, reduced susceptibility to chemical
attack and increased erosion resistance. The resultant
concretes are less permeable and more resistant to corrosion.
They also continue to gain strength over time.■

Depending on the compressive strength, the carbon footprint
is reduced by between 46% to 51% when compared to typical
industry cement. An example of this is the AfriSam Eco
Readymix brands – Starmix, Foundation Mix and Retainer Mix
– which were developed to suit particular construction sector
applications.

“The performance of the Eco Readymix
concretes is far superior to concrete made
from pure cements. AfriSam can produce ultrahigh performance Eco Readymix concretes
with compressive strengths of above 70 MPa.”
AfriSam, as part of its efforts to conserve the environment,
perfected the art of producing composite cements using

AfriSam perfected the art of producing composite cements using
additives as partial replacement for cement

From page 22
As used oil is a hazardous waste, generators are required to
maintain the below information on a Hazardous Waste
Manifest, a document that will track the used oil from cradle to
grave and offer a clear snapshot on how it has been managed,
including:
• A unique consignment identification number in the form of a
bar code;
• The generator’s contact details, including the contact
person, physical and postal address, phone and fax number
and email address;
• The physical address of the site where the waste was
generated;
• An emergency contact number;
• The origin/source of the waste (how it was generated);
• A description of the waste (waste classification and waste
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category);
• The physical nature / consistency of the waste (liquid, solid,
sludge; pump-able, non-pump-able);
• The quantity of waste;
• Packaging (bulk, small containers, tank);
• Transport type (tanker, truck, container);
• Special handling instructions;
• The date of collection / dispatch; and
• The intended receiver (waste manager).
“As mentioned above, the safe disposal certificate issued by
ROSE registered collectors acts as a Hazardous Waste
Manifest, thereby fulfilling the requirements of reporting by
law.”■
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W

hile Portland cement served industry for well over
a century it has been superseded by composite
cements. Using sustainably sourced materials
coupled with more environmentally friendly
manufacturing processes, these are blends of high performance
cement with carbon neutral mineral components designed to
achieve excellent cementitious properties.

Significantly despite the low carbon footprint, the performance
of the Eco Readymix concretes is far superior to concrete
made from pure cements. AfriSam can produce ultra-high
performance Eco Readymix concretes with compressive
strengths of above 70 MPa.

Sustainability

Saving Concrete With Automation And
Accuracy

E

lematic, a global leader in precast concrete production
technologies, launches a new automatic Modifier E9
for precast hollow-core slab production. The new
machine offers not only accurate, fast and flexible
marking and digging of cutting lines and openings but also
significantly reduces concrete consumption in precast
manufacturing plants.

factory specific pre-set time value. Together these machines
are a perfect match increasing efficiency and sustainability of
hollow-core slab production.

Elematic Modifier E9-1200m is used for digging openings and
recesses and drilling water holes on fresh concrete slabs on a
hollow core production line. The machine can also plot cutting
lines, openings and text. The Modifier is designed for automatic
operation, but can also be operated in semi-automatic and
manual mode.

Fast, accurate, intelligent
The Modifier E9 saves considerable time by eliminating the
need for manual marking of cutting lines or making openings
for lifting loop installations and through holes. The machine
uses wireless technology to transfer bed plans to its FloorMES
machine control system, and it can take the plans directly from
BIM systems. Location information is acquired from the laser
positioning system. The laser uses a mirror at the end of the
bed to measure distance. Reducing the need for manual work
improves production efficiency, eliminates mistakes and
improves safety on the shop floor.

Fully automatic concrete recycling
Elematic Modifier E9 features efficient concrete recycling. This
is enabled by not using any water in the digging process which
means that concrete removed from openings can be recycled
back to the extruder in the hollow-core slab production
process. The Modifier thus forms an efficient working couple
with the new Elematic Extruder E9, the smart recycling system
of which can efficiently feed used concrete back to the
production process.
Slab quality is ensured by mixing the used concrete gradually
with fresh concrete as well as with a time limit; the used
concrete will not be fed back to the process if it is older than a
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Concrete consumption with Modifier E9 is further reduced by
an advanced digging mechanism that ensures minimum
amount of concrete left on the bed.

Advanced built-in safety
Like all Elematic machinery, safety features are built-in. The
Modifier E9 is fitted with a safety buffer on both ends, including
light sensors, which protect the area in the middle of buffers.
In addition to these, there are also ultrasonic sensors, which
add to safety, but also make it possible to pause the operation
when getting close to the extruder, for example. The operation
can be resumed, when the obstacle moves away.■
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Kaytech’s Megaflo Chosen Best for SA
Eastern Cape’s R56

Due to limited working space as well as the urgent need to
drain the road prism and preserve the layers, contractor, Tau
Pele Construction, chose the Megaflo system Using a Ditch
Witch or road saw, the contractor was able to excavate rapidly
constructed, extremely narrow trenches one metre deep by
120 mm wide in preparation for installation.
Megaflo, a geocomposite drainage system manufactured from
a high density polyethylene (HDPE) panel drainage spacer
core, wrapped in bidim geotextile, provides the optimum
combination of high strength and superior filtration. Bidim is a
continuous filament, non-woven, needle-punched geotextile.
Advantages derived from the needle-punching process include
appreciable thickness, high porosity and a high drainage
capacity both transverse and normal to the plane.
Of concern to consultants, KBK Engineers, was the long-term
performance of geotextiles placed in contact with the dispersive
silty/sandy soil when constructing a conventional stone drain.
This was addressed by Megaflo being installed in a narrow
trench surrounded by a -7.1 mm washed crusher sand with no
more than 4% passing 0.075 mm. The sand acts as a pre-filter
to protect the geotextile against clogging.
While the high strength structural core of Megaflo is sufficiently
rigid to prevent buckling during installation, its flexibility in the
horizontal plane allows for bending around any protrusions.
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Since the product is also rigid in the vertical plane, a consistent
invert gradient is maintained during installation even if laid at
very flat gradients. Megaflo can be installed with minimal
bedding as the ribbed structure and minimum obstruction
internal support lugs provide superior crush resistance (>200
kPa).
“The design was based on a soil permeability of 5 x 10-6 m/s,”
explains Kaytech representative, Julian Maastrecht. “Varying
heights of Megaflo were installed for draining of long cuttings,
up to one kilometre (500 m in each direction) and at relatively
flat gradients (1%). Using long wooden wedges, it was either
secured in the middle of the trench or along the excavation
edge adjacent to the road layers. The trench was then
backfilled with the specified washed crusher sand, directly
from a modified truck, and hydraulically compacted. Varying
sizes of Megaflo were used, namely Megaflo 170 (57 373 m),
Megaflo 300 (23 750 m) and Megaflo 450 (18 131 m).”
Subsoil drains were installed along the road edge while
transverse drains were installed through all the cuttings and
entrances to the cuttings. To allow for maintenance and
upkeep, rodding eyes were installed at regular intervals. As an
alternative to conventional drainage, Megaflo provided a
number of environmental benefits including eco-friendly bidim,
minimal exploitation of natural quarried material, minimal spoil
and lower emissions due to overall lower usage of diesel.
Installation of Megaflo greatly benefited the contractor due to
the elimination of 19 mm stone, reduction on drainage media
quantity, use of excess material from the crushing process,
construction of very narrow trenches, minimal spoil of
excavated material, minimal disturbance to the existing road
and the speed and ease of installation. These factors
significantly increased production speed and reduced
construction space thereby minimising disruption to traffic,
and overall achieving a reduction in costs for the complete
system .■
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A

pril 2018 saw the commencement of a special
maintenance project in the Eastern Cape, South
Africa, where over 100 000 metres of Kaytech’s
Geocomposite Megaflo Panel Drain System was
used. This 30-month long upgrade project by SANRAL (South
African National Roads Association Limited) required
construction of approximately 100 km of subsoil drains, to be
installed directly along the edge of the existing sealed road
surface, on Provincial Route R56 Section 6: Indwe to Elliot and
Section 7: Elliot to Maclear.

Concor Buildings Earns Next Phase Of Oxford
Parks

C

oncor Buildings has kicked off construction on the
second phase of the prestigious Oxford Parks
project in Rosebank, Johannesburg, after their
successful completion of the first phase last year.

The Phase 2 project comprises two office buildings, and
construction began in February 2019. Each block is designed
to achieve a four-star rating as certified by the Green Building
Council South Africa’s Green Star system, reflecting a ‘best
practice’ level. This includes energy efficient design, and the
use of selected materials such as reduced-cement concrete.

Project News

The first block – section one of the Phase 2 project – will have
three office levels of just over 2 800 m2 gross building area
(GBA), built on four basement levels measuring about 11 000
m2. There will also be a retail component on the ground floor
of almost 950 m2 GBA. The gross leasable area (GLA) of the
office levels will amount to over 2 500 m2, while in the retail
area it will be about 670 m2. This building is scheduled for
completion in January 2020.
In section two, which is expected to be completed in
September 2020, the building will comprise five office levels
and four basement levels. Office space will measure about 8
750 m2 GLA and almost 9 700 m2 GBA, while the basement

Concor Buildings secured the contract to construct Oxford Parks
Phase 2

Concor Buildings is hard at work on Phase 2 of Oxford Parks, having successfully
completed the first phase last year, shown in the background of the current works
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“An important consideration is always compliance to South
African National Standards (SANS) specifications,” he says.
“There are even relatively minor issues that can have significant
impact on the schedule. We are therefore slightly up-sizing the
fire escapes, for instance, to make sure our final result is
always well within spec.”
Stairs for fire escapes will also be completed ‘off-shutter’ to
reduce the time and resources associated with final granolithic
treads and risers. The use of unitised panels for the buildings’
façades will also reduce the need for façade scaffolding, as
these units can be installed from the inside.
Another innovation on the project will be to install the
reinforcing of basement columns to a height that spans two
levels at a time. This allows a more efficient process of
shuttering and pouring columns, that will further contribute to
the pace of the project.■

Concor Buildings secured the contract to construct Oxford Parks Phase 2

Project News

area measures 12 440 m2. It will also include a ground floor
retail component, this one measuring 1 047 m2 GLA and 1 177
m2 GBA.
According to Concor Buildings contract manager Chris Maritz
– who also oversaw Oxford Parks Phase 1 – difficult trading
conditions continue to be experienced in Gauteng’s private
sector construction segment. This makes for tight margins,
also demanding that close control be constantly exerted on
site to ensure all the necessary process as well as quality and
safety systems are applied.
“The project deadlines will, as usual, be challenging to meet,
especially with the heavy rain experienced in the month of
February 2019,” says Maritz. “The ground and foundation
work are particularly weathersensitive, and the heavy rain has
a direct impact on site progress.”
He notes that the foundation conditions on site are not ideal,
with varying rock levels resulting in a mix of pile caps and
foundations being employed. While pile caps are used where
load bearing piles can be installed, the foundations are
required where excavations for bases need to reach bedrock,
resulting in deep excavations that require substantial mass
concrete.
“All these factors add further constraints on the project
schedule, but of course the extensive experience in our teams
equip us well to deal with the challenges as they arise,” Maritz
says. “A crucial part of managing a project to successful
completion is also the appointment of quality selected subcontractors. Our broad network and experience of the best
service providers is therefore a valuable asset in a fast track
project like this.”
Maritz highlights that a vital factor in maintaining the pace of a
project is the ability to foresee potentially time consuming
delays.
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An auger drill in the foreground is among the equipment at work for
Concor Buildings at Phase 2 of the Oxford Parks project
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Building Management Systems

Drilling deeper into essential Building
Management Systems (BMS)

A

s the demand for the automation of security and
other systems in buildings and large construction
sites around the world grows, so we are seeing a
significant and related increase in the demand for
building management systems (BMS).
Recent technological advancements in the building and
construction industry, as well as the growing use of Internet
of Things (IoT) technology in building automation systems,
added to increasing demand for energy-efficient systems
and the growing penetration of smartphones in building
automation, are all playing a role in fuelling the growth of the
BMS industry across the globe.
So says Glenn Noome, director at Smart Integration, an
Ulwembu Business Services organisation, which is itself a
South African black-owned management consulting and
ICT services company. He explains, “A recent survey by
Radiant Insights, ‘Global Building Management System
Market Size, Status and Forecast 2025’, stated that there
are several additional factors influencing the ongoing BMS
market growth.
“These include cost efficiencies, the increasing adoption of
building management systems within both the commercial
and residential spaces, simplified building operations, and
lower maintenance. Furthermore, favourable government
initiatives and schemes to promote energy-efficient and
eco-friendly buildings are expected to offer numerous
growth opportunities for industry players and vendors
across the globe, says the study.
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“In South Africa in particular, the recent resurgence of load
shedding has meant that both companies and individuals
are more focused on energy efficiency than ever before.
Thus there is a growing demand for a method of managing
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) and lighting
systems in particular – due to their power hungry nature more effectively, and BMS can offer just this.”
A significant focus area for Smart Integration, the
organisation has drilled down into the holistic requirements
of BMS, outlining five vital areas, namely: data and fibre
installations; utility solutions; security, access control,
lighting and CCTV; monitor and control centre; and fire
protection.
Data and fibre installations
Data and fibre installations are the cornerstone of BMS,
says Noome. “The IP-based network forms the base
infrastructure for most other BMS subsystems,” explains
Noome. “These include CCTV, access and lighting control,
telephone and alarm systems, as well as boardroom
solutions, which are all IP-based systems that need to run
on a stable, cabled backbone such as fibre or copper.”
Utility solutions
“Companies minimise and manage their utility (water and
energy) consumption for two reasons,” explains Noome,
“and these are to reduce costs, and to support their
corporate sustainability and environmental responsibility
initiatives. These boxes can easily be checked by utilising
smart water and electricity meters, alternate energy
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solutions, controlled lighting systems - and even blind
control to minimise heat from the sun in the office or
working environment.”

Monitor and control centre
Noome clarifies that remote monitoring and reporting
capabilities should be used to support the centralised
management and control of the building and the related
activities within the physical environment. “Data gathered
and analysed can provide useful information for clients to
identify trends, reduce false alarms, monitor and manage
consumption of energy and water, and make prudent
management decisions that support optimal security and
effective building management,” he says.
Fire protection
Fire prevention, detection and suppression is a must in
any populated environment. Fire protection systems must
be designed, tested and inspected according to the
applicable regulations, codes and standards to ensure safe
working and operational conditions even in harsh
environments.
“Building management systems are installed with the aim of
creating secure, reliable buildings by giving access to the
control and monitoring of activities such as ventilation,
lighting, power control, data and fibre installation, data
centre management and control, fire and security systems,
lifts, plumbing systems and so on,” says Noome.

About Ulwembu Business Services:
South African black-owned management consulting and
ICT services company, Ulwembu Business Services,
facilitates the transformation of private and public enterprises
into optimised, digitised organisations, through its
specialised technology and business consulting services
offering.
A value-driven business with a reputation for innovation,
integrity and consistency, Ulwembu Business Services is
comprised of five companies that focus on key areas of ICT
for leveraging technology, people and processes to create
sustainable value for its clients.
Ulwembu Business Services has been verified as a Level
One Contributor with 135 percent procurement recognition,
in an independent audit by Honeycomb BEE Ratings.
About Smart Integration:
Smart Integration, an Ulwembu Business Services
organisation, is a service provider and aggregator of
advanced automation and security systems, data centre
infrastructure and data cabling. The company is a strategic
business partner for building management systems and a
respected provider of customised control and automation
solutions.■
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Security, access control, lighting and CCTV
“For local businesses, security is obviously a top priority. A
CCTV surveillance system can deter, monitor and record
activities within the premises that may include theft, intrusion
and harm to persons. The system is able to raise early alerts
to enable the correct response. In addition, footage can be
used in criminal cases that may result from these activities,
and used to identify the perpetrators.”.

“The greatest advantages of BMS include efficient
management and controlling of energy consumption, central
and remote monitoring of the building, facilitating the safety
and security of data, the stimulation of internal comfort
conditions for the occupants of a building, and facilitating a
longer life span for the building in general. At Smart
Integration, we note the recent technological advances in
the building and construction industry and anticipate a
growth in the BMS arena moving forward,” concludes
Noome.

Den Braven Launches new
300 ml PUR Foam canister

D

Product News

en Braven has introduced their new and very
handy sized, 300ml PUR Foam canister, adding to
their highly regarded range of strong, close cell
structured, foam fillers for large cracks between
walls, ceilings, floors and gaps around pipes, windows and
door frames.
This range includes hand-held aerosol canisters of various
sizes: 300 ml, 500 ml and 750 ml. There is also the PUR
Gunfoam 750 ml canister version, which operates with the
PU GUN UNI NBS applicator. The applicator is equipped
with a regulator to adjust the foam output.
The Den Braven range includes a Fire Protect PUR Foam –
fire retardant foam tested according to EN1366-40
standards.
A PUR Foam remover is available as well, used to dissolve
and clean un-cured PU Foam.■
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The Cangini mulcher is designed for heavy-duty operations

Smith Power Adds Cangini To Its Expanded
Product Range
To help its customers increase their equipment’s versatility and utilisation, Smith Power Equipment has
extended its product offering with Cangini’s range of attachments.

Product News

T

o remain competitive in today’s challenging
economic environment, equipment owners are
looking beyond the basics. They are looking at
how their fleets of excavators, skid steers,
backhoe loaders, among other tool carriers, can
squeeze more margins and volumes, and a strong
attachment focus is gaining momentum. Attachments
are key to equipment versatility and utilisation.
With that in mind, in late 2017, Smith Power acquired
the southern African distribution rights for Cangini’s
range of attachments. Cangini is an Italian-based
manufacturer of a wide range of attachments. There
has been a significant uptake of the attachment range
thus far, says Tom Bloom, GM Construction at Smith
Power Equipment. Bloom says most of the units have
been sold to owners of compact excavators, TLBs and
skid steers. “We have seen a big demand for the
Cangini mulchers, quick hitches, augers and racks,” he
says.
The range is extensive and includes the 4-in-1 bucket
for excavators; AR fast lock; auger; broom sweeper for
excavators; CR twin lock; Twist 180°; extension arm;
jointed brush; mixing bucket safe discharge for
excavators; mulcher; multi-screening bucket; pallet fork
for excavators; screening bucket; sharp-cut branch
cutter bar; single-force & multi-force rippers; sorting
grapple; and wood grabs.
The Cangini mulcher is designed for heavy-duty
operations – it is equipped with a reinforced doubleframe, while an anti-shock shielding protects the
bearings. It also comes with standard Y blades with
intermediate knife or hammers. Maximum back-pressure
allowed is 10 bar, therefore TC mulchers do not require
any drainage line in most of the cases.
Cangini’s new multi-screening bucket – with a new
rotary double drum design for machines up to 30 tons
– is suitable for selection duties on turned soils and
resulting materials. The material size change, from 25
to 60 mm and up to 65 mm for the VMS20-VMS30,
is controlled directly and hydraulically from the cab
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without replacing any mechanical piece, thus reducing
the working times considerably.
The screening bucket is ideal for grading of bulk
materials from demolition and digging works and the
mixing of terrain and peat. “The screening operation is
carried out by an hydraulic sieve with rotating HB400
knives. The material thickness can vary from 0 to 20
mm, to 0 to 35 mm with standard equipment.
Customise shafts can also be supplied,” explains
Bloom.
The sharp-cut branch cutter bar is suitable for tree
pruning up to 100 mm. When pruning, it does not harm
the plant, because it cuts sharply and precisely without
uprooting the branch. The bar’s blades in HB450 grant
resistance and extended useful life.
Why attachments?
Bloom reasons that a key component to succeeding
with any fleet of equipment, whether heavy or compact,
is getting the most out of your machines. “Whether you
have a mixture of excavators, skid steer loaders,
telehandlers or TLBs, implementing various tools and
attachments can expand your assets from onedimensional pieces of equipment into multipurpose and
adaptable machines,” he says.
The range complements Smith Power’s extensive range
of machines. Bear in mind that Smith Power already
distributes several brands that will work well with this
range of attachments. These include Kubota’s range of
TLBs and compact excavators, as well as the AUSA
range of telehandlers, among others.
“Cangini’s extensive range of attachment solutions
eliminates the need for our customers to purchase
additional machines. These attachments can make their
fleets more versatile, as they can adjust each piece to
accommodate changing applications on many different
sites. If one is digging with a backhoe one day and
transporting materials via a fork the next, they can
diversify one machine to perform the task of many,”
concludes Bloom. ■
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Construction Industry Events 2019
5th annual RICS Summit Africa - 29-30 May - Maslow Conference Centre,
Sandton

ARCOSH Conference – 3-4 June – Cape Town

Totally Concrete Expo – 11-13 June – Johannesburg

Events 2019

CIB World Building Congress - 18-20 June - Hong Kong

Master Builders South Africa
Congress 2019 – 09 September,
Emperors Palace, Ekurhuleni

Big 5 Construct Nigeria - 9-11 September - Landmark
Centre,Lagos, Nigeria

World Summit on Digital Built Environment - 24-25 September Helsinki, Finland
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master builders
south africa

corporate members
Boland
Daniël Uys – Executive Director
Tel: 021 863 3330
E-mail: info@mbaboland.org.za

people
Corobrik Announces Appointment Of
New Board Members

East Cape
Greg Steele – Executive Director
Tel: 041 365 1835
E-mail: ecmba@global.co.za

Free State
Francois du Plessis – Executive Director
Tel: 057 352 6269
E-mail: admin@mbafs.co.za

MBA North
Mohau Mphomela – Executive Director
Tel: 011 805 6611
E-mail: info@mbanorth.co.za

People

KwaZulu-Natal
Vikashnee Harbhajan – Executive Director
Tel: 031 266 7070
E-mail: info@masterbuilders.co.za
MBA Greater Boland
Duane Phillips – Executive Director
Tel: 023 342 6964
E-mail: mbagb@telkomsa.net

Northern Cape
Christa du Plooy – Secretary
Tel: 053 832 1762
E-mail: nc_mba@xsinet.co.za
Western Cape
Allen Bodill – Executive Director
Tel: 021 685 2625
E-mail: info@mbawc.org.za

affiliate members
Association of Architectural Aluminium
Manufacturers of SA
Johan J Heyneke – Director
Tel: 011 805 5002
E-mail: aaamsa@iafrica.com
SA Reinforced Concrete Engineers’
Association
Jeff Thomas – Director
Tel: 011 455 6321
E-mail: sarcea@iafrica.com
SA Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Contractors’ Association
Barney Richardson – Director
Tel: 011 622 3890
E-mail: saracca@icon.co.za
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Rehab Mathobela and Lerato Mokgotsi pictured
shortly after their appointment as directors to the
Board of Corobrik.

outh Africa’s leading clay brick and paver manufacturer continues to
succeed in this highly competitive industry because of continued
investment in its primary asset – its employees. Through the
establishment of the Employee Share Trust in 2008, Corobrik has
committed to transformation and empowerment of its staff with two new
employee-nominated trustees voted onto the Board of Corobrik biennially.
In April 2019, Lerato Mokgotsi (Production Manager at Corobrik’s Midrand
Factory) and Rahab Mathobela (Despatch Manager at Corobrik’s Lawley
Factory) were announced as the latest Board members.
Lerato, a Clayville East resident, has risen through the ranks of Corobrik
since 2010 when she started as a cashier and salesperson at the Fourways
Centre. Her potential was quickly identified and Lerato was selected for the
production management trainee programme in 2012, eventually being
appointed her current position as Production Manager in 2015.
Commenting on her appointment to the Board, Lerato said: “I was
overwhelmed and excited at the opportunity to learn more about the
organisation at top management level, allowing me to acquire more skills
for my career path.”
ellow board member, Rahab, joined the Corobrik team in 2002 as a sorter
at the Rietvlei Factory. The Lenasia South resident worked her way up the
organisation, taking on roles as Despatch Clerk, Production Supervisor
Trainee and Internal Sales Representative. She took on her current
position as Despatch Manager at Lawley in 2017.
“It feels good to be on the Board and I’m looking forward to learning more
about Corobrik, how the Employee Share Trust works, and how the
employees benefit in the long run,” explained Rahab.
Dirk Meyer, Corobrik’s CEO, congratulated Rahab and Lerato on their
appointments: “The experience they have gained at various departments
across Corobrik has provided them with unique insights into the needs and
interests of their colleagues.”
He said that the placement of 26% of Corobrik (Pty) Ltd into employees’
hands had already proven to be effective for both employees and the
organisation: “Employees who have worked at Corobrik for more than a
year are eligible for nomination. It is right that a company’s staff are
influential in the business trajectory. It creates a really positive and
productive environment.”■
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